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Abstract
We investigate the force-induced diffusive motion of a tracer particle inside a glass-forming
suspension when a strong external force is applied to the probe (active nonlinear
microrheology). A schematic model of mode-coupling theory introduced recently is extended
to describe the transient dynamics of the probe particle, and used to analyze recent
molecular-dynamics simulation data. The model describes non-trivial transient displacements
of the probe before a steady-state velocity is reached. The external force also induces diffusive
motion in the direction perpendicular to its axis. We address the relation between the
transverse diffusion coefﬁcient D⊥ and the force-dependent nonlinear friction coefﬁcient ζ .
Non-diffusive ﬂuctuations in the direction of the force are seen at long times in the MD
simulation, while the model describes cross-over to long-time diffusion.

1. Introduction

nonlinear active microrheology thus requires a thorough
understanding of the probe–host interactions.
The nonlinear friction coefﬁcient ζ (Fex ) in viscoelastic
ﬂuids is seen to have three distinct regimes classiﬁed
according to the strength of the external force. (i) At low
forces, Fex → 0, one recovers the linear response. Here,
ζ is related to the probe-particle long-time self-diffusion
coefﬁcient via Einstein’s relation, D = kB T/ζ , where kB T
is the thermal energy. If the host liquid approaches a glass
transition, ζ grows strongly in this regime (ignoring the
possibility that small probes can in principle remain mobile
even in the glass). In the ideal glass, ζ = ∞. (ii) At
c , a pronounced drop in ζ (F )
intermediate forces, Fex ≈ Fex
ex
is observed. This has been identiﬁed as the precursor of
a non-equilibrium delocalization transition [4, 5]: even in
an ideal glass, a forced probe can lead to a local melting
of the glass, resulting in long-range motion of the probe.
This is the regime we are most interested in. Notably, the
threshold force required to delocalize the probe in the glass
c
signiﬁcantly exceeds typical thermal forces, Fex
kB T/σ
(where σ is a typical length characterizing static ﬂuid-particle

In force-driven active microrheology, a probe particle that is
embedded in a complex ﬂuid is driven by an external force,
and the resulting velocity of the probe is measured to assess
the interactions between probe and host-liquid particles. This
still quite novel technique can thus be used to investigate the
local ﬂuid properties [1]. If the chosen probe is similar in size
to the host particles one thus gains access to a variety of local
rheological properties of the system. This applies in particular
to colloidal suspensions [2] or cellular ﬂuids in biophysics [3].
In soft materials, small external forces are needed to
drive the probe into the nonlinear-response regime. Then, the
friction coefﬁcient ζ (Fex ), deﬁned through the average probe
velocity v in the steady-state limit as
 ex ,
ζ (Fex ) vt→∞ = F

(1)

 ex .
depends (usually nonlinearly) on the applied force F
The probe response mirrors the microscopic relaxation
mechanisms at play in the host liquid. Understanding
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correlations, such as their size or average separation). (iii)
At forces much higher than the threshold, a second plateau
often is observed, i.e. ζ (Fex → ∞) becomes independent of
the force. This regime was ﬁrst analyzed in dilute colloidal
suspensions, where analytical calculations allowed ζ (Fex →
0)/ζ (Fex → ∞) = 2 to be established [6, 7]. This is not an
effect of hydrodynamic interactions, as it has also been found
in simulations of Brownian particles [4, 7]. Furthermore,
ζ (Fex → ∞) > ζ0 was found, where ζ0 is the solvent friction
modeled in Brownian dynamics. This large-force plateau
depends on the details of the microscopic dynamics and
possibly on the driving mechanism; notably it is not found
in recent simulations of a driven granular material [8].
In this contribution, we investigate the force-induced
diffusion of the probe particle. Acting on the probe with
a strong force causes not only a steady drift, but also
random displacement ﬂuctuations. The low-density limit in
colloidal systems has been analyzed theoretically and with
Brownian-dynamics simulations [9]. In the dense regime,
recent molecular-dynamics (MD) simulations [10] have
shown that the question of whether the random ﬂuctuations
become diffusive at long times is highly non-trivial. Moreover,
the approach to the stationary limit, equation (1), is of
interest, as it provides an experimental means to investigate
the build-up and decay of transient force ﬂuctuations in
the system. Theoretical results on simpliﬁed models using
random force ﬁelds [11] have revealed a rich scenario of
classical diffusive, sub- and super-diffusive motion, tested in
the mentioned simulation work.
To describe the nonlinear friction coefﬁcient, an
extension of the mode-coupling theory of the glass transition
(MCT) was proposed [4]. In this theory, ζ (Fex ) is given
by a non-equilibrium Green–Kubo relation (generalized
to strong external forcing), where transient force–force
correlation functions appear. The latter are approximated in
terms of the transient tracer density correlation functions
and the equilibrium host-liquid density correlations. So far,
dynamical quantities have only been calculated in a schematic
version of the MCT model. Still, it has been possible to
quantitatively explain the force-dependent friction values for
various densities measured in simulation and experiment in all
accessible regimes [5].
From the viewpoint of MCT it appears natural to
quantify the dynamics beyond the single-time average
appearing in equation (1) through the time-dependent
density correlation functions. Both Brownian dynamics
and schematic MCT show very similar correlators if one
studies density ﬂuctuations with wave numbers probing
typical nearest-neighbor distances [4, 5]. Going beyond
the local dynamics, recent molecular-dynamics computer
simulations [10] investigated the mean-squared displacements
(MSD) of the probe particle around the induced average
motion. Two very interesting features were reported: ﬁrst, in
the direction perpendicular to the applied force, a diffusive
MSD is found, indicating that the particle is delocalized not
only in the direction of the force. Secondly, the MSD in the
direction of the force shows superlinear growth over a number
of decades in time, even after subtracting the obvious drift
accounting for the ﬁnite average velocity.

We extend the schematic model of MCT proposed in [5]
to include a description of the MSD in the two relevant
directions. We use this model to give a quantitative ﬁt
of many of the quantities reported in [10], including the
non-trivial time-dependent transient mean displacements of
the particle before entering the steady state. The non-trivial
super-diffusive power laws reported in [10] are not captured
in the present MCT model, and we discuss possible reasons
for this as well as possible ways to include them.

2. Methods and techniques
2.1. Schematic mode-coupling theory: correlators
We brieﬂy summarize the equations deﬁning the schematic
MCT model of [5]. It consists of a correlator φ(t) that mimics
the (equilibrium) density correlation functions of the host
liquid. Its equation of motion reads
 t
τ ∂t φ(t) + φ(t) +
m(t − t )∂t φ(t ) dt = 0
(2a)
0

τ is a parameter characterizing the collective short-time
motion, and sets the unit of time in the model. The memory
kernel m(t) describes the slow structural relaxation close to
the glass transition. Within MCT, it is expressed as a bilinear
functional of the correlator φ itself; the simplest choice that
recovers the asymptotic features predicted from the full MCT
for typical hard-core interactions is [12]
m(t) = v1 φ(t) + v2 φ(t)2 ,

(2b)

which is called the F12 model.
The parameters (v1 , v2 ) describe the equilibrium dynamics of the host liquid. In the model, a line of
glass-transition points (vc1 , vc2 ) exists. There, the long-time
limit f = limt→∞ φ(t) of the correlation function exhibits a
discontinuous change: for small coupling coefﬁcients, f = 0
describes a liquid. For large couplings, the non-ergodicity
parameter or glass form factor is positive, f > 0, as the
incomplete decay or the correlation function indicates an
(amorphous) solid. Right at the transition, f = f c > 0 holds,
and in this sense the glass transition is discontinuous. The
speciﬁc point along the line of glass transitions determines
the asymptotic shape of the correlation functions: in the liquid,
these decay to and from an intermediate-time plateau given by
f c by power laws t−a and −tb , with non-universal exponents
given by a parameter λ that depends on the critical coupling
coefﬁcients. In the following numerical
calculations, we ﬁx
√
vc2 = 2, corresponding to vc1 = 2( 2 − 1), which results in
√
λ = 1/ 2 ≈ 0.7. This value is close to the one found from
analyses of hard-sphere simulations [13]. It is customary to
introduce a distance parameter ε to the transition; we choose
(v1 , v2 ) = (vc1 , vc2 )(1 + ε) so that ε > 0 signals a glass, ε < 0
the liquid.
For the probe-particle correlation functions, two modes
are introduced in the schematic model; one describing ﬂuctu ex and one those perpendicular to
ations in the direction of F
2

for the two exemplary ones, α =⊥, . The parameters μα are
introduced to adjust the relative weight of these qualitatively
different contributions.
The model describes the force-induced delocalization of
a probe particle in the ideal glass: there exists a critical force
c below which the probe remains localized (1/ζ = 0), and
Fex
above which long-range motion of the probe occurs (ζ ﬁnite).
In the tagged-particle correlation functions this is seen in the
long-time limits fαs = limt→∞ φαs (t). They remain ﬁnite for
c , but go to zero continuously as F → F c − 0,
Fex < Fex
ex
ex
c . In this sense, the schematic
and remain zero for Fex > Fex
model used here describes the force-induced delocalization
as a continuous transition. The asymptotic description of
c has been worked out in detail [15].
relaxation laws close to Fex
The described generalization of schematic MCT to
strongly driven probes contains the ﬁve (dimensionless)
parameters corresponding to a time scale ζ0s , two force scales
κ and κ⊥ , and the ﬂuid–probe coupling vertices vs1 and vs2 .
For given separation from the glass transition ε, it connects
the change in the friction coefﬁcient calculated from an
approximated generalized Green–Kubo relation, equation (4),
with the strength of the external force (given in kB T/σ ). In the
last equation, the non-Markovian contribution to the friction
is approximated by the slow dynamics in the three correlators,
the host liquid one, and the two tracer correlators describing
the tracer ﬂuctuations parallel and perpendicular to the force.

it. In close analogy to equation (2a), we have
−1

ζ0s (1 − iκ

Fex ) ∂t φ (t) + φ (t)
 t
+
ms (t − t )∂t φ s (t ) dt = 0,
s

0
s
s
ζ0s ∂t φ⊥
(t) + φ⊥
(t) +

s



t
0

s
ms⊥ (t − t )∂t φ⊥
(t ) dt = 0.

(3a)
(3b)

Here, ζ0s sets the short-time relaxation for the probe
particle in the absence of external forces. From the
microscopic MCT [4], it is seen that the single-particle
relaxation of density ﬂuctuations corresponding to a
 ex ). In the
wavevector q is modiﬁed by a term q · (qkB T − iF
schematic model, where no explicit wavevector dependence
is kept, this is replaced by the term (1 − iκ Fex ) appearing in
equation (3a). The parameter κ thus allows us to set a typical
force scale relevant for the dynamics. Equation (3a) then
already signals that the correlation function φ s (t) becomes
complex-valued, in stark contrast to equilibrium. This signals
a force-induced shift of the average probe position in this
direction. No such effect applies for density ﬂuctuations
 ex ; their correlation functions
with wavevectors obeying q ⊥ F
remain real-valued, and are modeled in our schematic MCT
by equation (3b). The memory kernels appearing in the
above equations are, in the spirit of the mode-coupling
approximation for tagged-particle density ﬂuctuations [12]
linear in φ(t) and linear in the φαs (t) with α ∈ { , ⊥}.
Importantly, the different directions are coupled. Speciﬁcally,
we set [5]
s
(t))φ(t)/(1 − iκ Fex ),
ms (t) = (vs1 φ s (t)∗ + vs2 φ⊥

2.2. Extension of the MCT model: displacements
We now extend the above model in order to describe
mean-squared displacements. These are obtained from the
q → 0 limit of probe-particle density ﬂuctuation correlations.
The Appendix outlines the derivation in the microscopic MCT
model. With the convention that the Cartesian z-direction
 ex , we are dealing with three
coincides with the axis of F
quantities: the averaged linear displacement along the force
axis δz(t), the MSD in this direction δz̄2 (t) = δz2 (t) −
(δz(t))2 , and the MSD in one of the orthogonal directions
δx2 (t). All lengths here are given relative to the characteristic
ﬂuid-particle scale σ . Schematically, the equations read
 t
m̂s (t − t )∂t δz(t ) dt = κ Fex ,
(5a)
ζ0s ∂t δz(t) +
0
 t
m̂s (t − t )∂t δz2 (t ) dt = 2 + 2κ Fex δz(t)
ζ0s ∂t δz2 (t) +

(3c)

s
(t) + vs2 Re φ s (t))φ(t)/(1 + (κ⊥ Fex )2 ).
ms⊥ (t) = (vs1 φ⊥

(3d)
The speciﬁc combination of the two probe correlators entering
these memory kernels is justiﬁed by symmetry considerations
of the full MCT [5]. It also ensures that in the schematic model
 ex and
 ex → −F
the correlators obey the correct rules under F
that they embody the expected symmetry of the dynamics with
respect to rotations around the force axis. Hence Fex enters
quadratically in equation (3d); the parameter κ⊥ allows us to
ﬁne-tune the force scale relevant for the motion perpendicular
 ex .
to F
The coefﬁcients vs1 and vs2 quantify the strength of the
coupling between probe particle and host liquid. For Fex = 0,
s (t) with a
the model reduces to a single correlator φ s (t) = φ⊥
s
s
s
single coupling coefﬁcient v = v1 + v2 . This is the Sjoegren
model [14] used successfully to describe incoherent scattering
spectra of glass-forming liquids in equilibrium [12]. For
arbitrary Fex , the model gives access to the nonlinear friction
coefﬁcient in terms of a schematic Green–Kubo relation [5]


 ∞
ζ0s
s
s
(μ Re φ (t) + μ⊥ φ⊥ (t))φ(t) dt . (4)
1+
ζ =
κ
0

0



−2

K s (t − t )∂t δz(t ) dt ,

(5b)

m̂s⊥ (t − t )∂t δx2 (t ) dt = 2.

(5c)

0


ζ0s ∂t δx2 (t) +

t

t
0

The memory kernels m̂sα (t) are obtained from longwavelength limits of the corresponding msα (t); lacking spatial
information in the schematic model we set
s
(t))φ(t), (6a)
m̂s (t) = ζ0s μ((1 − μrel ) Re φ s (t) + μrel φ⊥

In the microscopic model, the Green–Kubo relation includes
an integration over the space of wavevectors. In equation (4)
it is assumed that the contributions coming from different
spatial directions can be captured qualitatively by accounting

s
m̂s⊥ (t) = ζ0s μ((1 − μrel ) Re φ s (t) + μrel φ⊥
(t))φ(t), (6b)

K s (t) = −ζ0s μμK Im φ s (t),
3

(6c)

where the four new parameters μ are dimensionless coupling
parameters akin to the vertices vs1,2 .
Equation (5a) implies that the average probe motion
follows the (projected as contained in κ) external force with
a friction that contains an instantaneous solvent contribution
and a non-Markovian one, arising from the tracer–ﬂuid
correlations. Only the temporal, not the spatial, correlations
between probe and ﬂuid are kept in the schematic model.
Yet, the limit of vanishing wavevector is nonanalytic in the
microscopic MCT, which implies that the q → 0 limits in
the force kernel depend on direction (see the Appendix),
and thus that μrel differs from μrel . The friction felt by the
probe decorrelates because of density ﬂuctuations in the bath
(modeled by φ(t)) and parallel and transverse probe motion.
Only the real part of the latter contributes because of the
symmetry embedded in the microscopic equations. The MSD
in the direction perpendicular to the applied force obeys an
equation similar to the one in equilibrium, but the retarded
friction kernel contains the force-induced probe ﬂuctuations.
The structural correlations in the force kernels are affected
by the force also in the perpendicular direction, and thus the
transverse MSD becomes force dependent. The mean-squared
displacement in the direction of the applied force contains
terms that correspond to the square of the average drift
motion in the asymptotic long-time limit. For intermediate
times, the time dependence of the kernels causes non-diffusive
motion. Additionally, equation (5b) contains a memory kernel
K s arising from force–stress correlations of the tracer. Little
experience with this higher order correlation function exists.
The choice in equation (6c) is suggested by numerical
investigations of the full MCT; this term corresponds to the
next-to-leading order in q → 0.
In equilibrium (Fex = 0), equations (5) and (6) correctly
recover that δz(t) ≡ 0, as there is no average motion of the
tracer in any direction. The equations for δx2 (t) = δz2 (t)
in this case are the ones obtained earlier for the MSD of
glass-forming systems [16], restoring spatial isotropy.
At long times, the equations can be analyzed in terms
of their Laplace transforms. One has to distinguish two
cases: if the density ﬂuctuations of the host liquid and the
probe are arrested (as is the case for low forces in the
glass), the integrals over the memory kernels in equation (5)
diverge, and one obtains ﬁnite linear and mean-squared
displacements, indicating localization. We brieﬂy quote the
result for localized density ﬂuctuations. The mean-squared
displacement in the transverse direction in this case shows a
long-time plateau related to the probe particle’s localization
2 , with l2 = 1/m̂s (t → ∞). For the force
length, δx2 (t) → 2l⊥
⊥
direction, we obtain, under the assumption that also K s (t →
∞) → const.,
δz(∞) =
δz̄2 (∞) =

κ Fex
,
m̂s (∞)
2 + (κ Fex )2 /m̂s (∞)
m̂s (∞)

Considering a liquid host, the decay of φ(t) → 0 as
t → ∞ ensures that the memory kernels remain ﬁnite. In this
case, we obtain δx2 (t) ∼ 2D⊥ t and δz(t) ∼ vt with
v=
D⊥ =

2(κ Fex )K s (∞)
m̂s (∞)2

κ Fex
∞ s
,
+ 0 m̂ (t) dt

ζ0s

(9a)

1
∞ s
.
+ 0 m̂⊥ (t) dt

(9b)

From the steady-state velocity, the friction coefﬁcient is also
obtained:

1 ∞ s
ζ = Fex /v = ζ0s /κ +
m̂ (t) dt.
(9c)
κ 0
Comparison with equation (4) shows that the schematic model
is self-consistent regarding the two routes to calculate ζ (via
the Green–Kubo relation and the Einstein relation), if we
identify μ = μ(1 − μrel ) and μ⊥ = μμrel .
To assess the long-time behavior of the nonafﬁne MSD
in the force direction we
 ∞consider the Laplace transform of
equation (5b), δẑ2 (s) = 0 dt exp[−st]δz2 (t),
δẑ2 (s) =

2(κ Fex )2
ˆ s (s))2
s3 (ζ s + m̂
0

s

+

ˆ (s))
2 − 2(κ Fex )K̂ s (s)/(ζ0s + m̂
ˆ s (s))
s2 (ζ0s + m̂

.

(10)

The Abelian theorem ensures that the t → ∞ limit of δz2 (t) is
given by the s → 0 limit of this expression. Assuming that all
memory terms appearing here are decaying functions so that
their s → 0 limits are ﬁnite, the leading term in equation (10)
is the second one. It yields δz2 (t) ∼ v2 t2 and is identiﬁed as
the afﬁne drift contribution, i.e. it is asymptotically exactly
canceled by (δz(t))2 . Hence, as long as K̂ s (s → 0) remains
regular, the dominant contribution to the true long-time limit
in δz̄2 (t) = δz2 (t) − (δz(t))2 is diffusive in the model, δz̄2 (t) ∼
2D t, with
∞
∞
1 − (κ Fex ) 0 K s (t) dt (κ Fex )2 0 m̂s (t) t dt
∞
D =
+ 
3 .
∞
ζ0s + 0 m̂s (t) dt
ζ0s + 0 m̂s (t) dt
(11)
Intriguingly, the appearance of the different memory
kernels in equations (9) causes non-trivial Einstein relations
in the different spatial directions. Moreover, the Markovian
limit (to replace the time-dependent friction kernels with
their integrated strength at long times, as familiar from
hydrodynamics) may hold in quite different time windows,
opening a window of non-diffusive intermediate dynamics.

(7)
−

ζ0s

2.3. Molecular-dynamics computer simulation
Simulations are performed on a glass-forming binary Yukawa
ﬂuid as described earlier [10]. The two particle types are
referred to as A and B. The pair interaction potential between
a particle of type α and one of type β reads Vαβ (r) =
αβ σαβ exp[−k(r − σαβ )]/r, where r is the interparticle

. (8)

Positivity of the result is recognized by recalling that due to
equation (6c), K s (t) ≤ 0 will typically hold.
4

distance. The σαβ are the interaction diameters and chosen as
σAA = σ = 1 (setting the unit of length in the simulation),
σAB = 1.1σ , and σBB = 1.2σ . The energy scale is ﬁxed by
AA = = 1, and the remaining parameters are AB = 1.4
and BB = 2 . The screening parameter is set to k = 6/σ . The
particle species have equal masses, mA = mB = m = 1.0. The
potential is truncated at a distance where Vαβ = 10−7 .
The number density of the system is ﬁxed at ρ =
0.68/σ 3 . An asymptotic analysis of the simulation data
suggests Tc ≈ 0.14 to be the critical (idealized-glass
transition) temperature of MCT. Two geometries are used
in the simulation, both with periodic boundary conditions in
all directions: for smaller forces, where the probe motion is
slow enough, a cubic box with length L = 13.3σ containing
N = 1600 particles is used. At large forces, it becomes
necessary to avoid ﬁnite-size effects by elongating the box
in the force direction by a factor of 8. All simulations
start from well-equilibrated initial conﬁgurations. To gather
statistics, the production runs are repeated for 1000 randomly
selected probe particles, with lengths between 105 and 3×106
simulation time steps.
To keep the temperature constant in the non-equilibrium
simulation, a thermostat has to be used. We employ
a dissipative particle dynamics (DPD) thermostat using
the algorithm proposed by Peters (‘Scheme II’) [17] to
integrate the equations of motion with a time step δt =
0.0083σ (m/ )1/2 . The thermostat introduces dissipative
forces proportional to the relative velocity between pairs of
neighboring particles, which ensures conservation of local
momentum and Galilean invariance. The friction ζ that
controls the strength of the dissipative forces is related to the
strength α of the thermal random forces of the DPD equations
by the ﬂuctuation-dissipation theorem, α 2 = 2ζ kT. We choose
ζ = 12 (for this choice, the dynamics is almost identical to that
of a microcanonical MD simulation in the absence of external
ﬁelds). For the case of shear-rate driven macrorheology, it has
been veriﬁed that the results do not qualitatively depend on
ζ [18]. Further details on the implementation of the DPD
thermostat can be found in [18, 19]. Note that no signs of
crystallization or phase separation are found during the length
of the simulation runs.

Figure 1. Equilibrium mean-squared displacements from
molecular-dynamics simulation (symbols for different temperatures
as labeled). Lines are ﬁts using the schematic model.

the perpendicular direction, and the corresponding diffusion
coefﬁcient is checked.
To simplify the procedure, we try to keep as many
parameters ﬁxed as possible. In particular, the parameters
κ⊥ = 2.25 and κ = 4.5 are kept ﬁxed. Here and in the
following we use MD simulation units, where energy and
length units are given by the potential parameters, unless
otherwise noted. Since lengths appearing in the schematic
model have been non-dimensionalized by some characteristic
scale like σ , comparison to the MD data requires conversion
to simulation units. In the present ﬁts, this additional freedom
was not used, and it was assumed that the schematic model
gives lengths in units of the Yukawa MD parameters.
We ﬁrst discuss the equilibrium MSD, shown in
ﬁgure 1. The MD simulations display the usual quiescent
glass-transition scenario: initially, features of the short-time
single-particle dynamics are seen; ballistic motion δx2 (t) ∼
t2 in the simulation, while the model becomes diffusive at
short times. The short-time regime is followed by a plateau
whose length in time increases as temperature is lowered,
and whose height corresponds to a fraction of the particle
diameter—associated with Lindemann’s criterion for the
typical size of nearest-neighbor cages in dense systems with
hard-core interactions [12]. At long times, diffusive motion
sets in corresponding to a diffusion coefﬁcient D that drops
with lowering temperature. The power-law extrapolation of
D → 0 allows us to estimate a critical temperature Tc that
is identiﬁed as the MCT glass-transition temperature [20].
An asymptotic analysis of the simulation data yields Tc ≈
0.14 [10].
Our ﬁts to the equilibrium MSD (lines in ﬁgure 1)
capture these qualitative features, although the quantitative
description is not accurate. To a large part, this stems from
our use of diffusive instead of ballistic short-time dynamics.
Still the ﬁts serve to ﬁx the parameters of the F12 model, in
particular ε. All parameters of the schematic-model ﬁt are
shown in table 1. From the ﬁtted relation T(ε) one estimates
the critical temperature Tc = T(ε = 0) ≈ 0.135, in good
agreement with the asymptotic analysis quoted above.

3. Results
We describe ﬁts of the MD simulation data using the
schematic model of MCT. The ﬁt proceeds by ﬁrst ﬁnding the
best possible description of the equilibrium MSD for a given
temperature. This ﬁxes the parameter ε, vs , μ as well as τ =
ζ0s . There is some ambiguity since the short-time dynamics of
our model is Brownian (δx2 ∼ 2kB Tt/ζ0s for t → 0), while
that of the MD simulations is Newtonian (δx2 ∼ kB T/m t2
for t → 0). To accommodate the natural shift of the time
scale in the MD simulations, where temperature
is the control
√
parameter that is varied, we set τ = 1/ T in the calculations.
Then, the ﬁt is optimized to yield a reasonable description of
both the friction coefﬁcient and the averaged displacements
along the force direction, for all forces available, and at
each temperature. Finally, the agreement with the MSD in
5
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table are kept fixed for all temperatures: KU = 4.5, K.L = 2.25,
tt-~ 1 = 0. The short-time scale varies as -r = C~ = 1/.../f.

10-2

T

0.14
0.15
0.16
0.17

-

E

v'

C~tt-

f.Lrel

C~tt-K

0.08
0.20
0.34
0.48

35
32
30
28

140
130
120
115

0.09
0.10
0.12
0.14

5.0
2.5
1.0
0.5

Figure 3. Average linear displacements 8z(t) for the microrheology
MD simulations at temperatures T = 0.17 (top) and T = 0.14
(bottom). Symbols are simulation data for the external forces
indicated in the legend in M D units; lines are fits with the schematic
model.

Figure 2 displays the probe-particle friction coefficient
{(Fex) for various temperatures close to tbe glass transition.

Tbe MD simulation results publisbed recently [10] are sbown
as symbols. Forces bave been converted from simulation
un.its to thermal ones, kB TI a , in order to ease comparison
with previous analyses of microrbeology in glass-forming
systems. Tbere it was found [4] that the tbresbold force for
delocalization is of tbe order of ~ ~ 50 kB TI a. Estimating
~ by the turning point in tbe log { versus log Fex curves
in figure 2, tbis result also applies to the present Yukawa
mixture.
Lines in figure 2 display our scbematic-model fits.
Tbe fit quality is comparable to that of earlier fits to
Brown.ian-dynamics data and experiment using tbe same
model [5]. Tbe critical force calculated witbin the MCf
model, using tbe parameters listed in table 1, ~x ~
l3.5kp,Tja , is in qualitative agreement witb the estimate
above. There ~x » kB TI a bolds, but tbe precise numerical
value strongly depends on the pro~bost interactions, as
expected from tbe microscopic theory [4].
More information on the probe dynamics is given by its
time-dependent response. Recall that tbe friction coefficient
is defined only in the steady-state limit, were tbe particle

external forces. As expected for a system sbowing slow
dynamics, tbe time taken until a steady state is reacbed
depends sensitively on the control parameters and grows as
tbe glass transition is approacbed. This is exemplified by the
Fex= 0.5 curves in figure 3. While forT= 0.17, timest 2:
100-ro are sufficient to reacb the limit 8z(t) ~ t, forT= 0. 14 a
rougbly ten times larger time, t 2: 1000-ro/ bas tobe reacbed.
As tbe external force is increased, tbis time drops in line
witb the reduction of tbe nonlinear friction coefficient ~<Fex)
displayed in figure 2.
A striking feature of the cutves is that tbey sbow an
intermediate force-dependent plateau. The beigbt of tbis
plateau depends rougbly linearly on Fex, i.e. 8z(t) I Fex ~
const. bolds at times t ~ -ro. This is qualitatively explained by
tbe scbematic model, as the fits sbown in figure 3 demonstrate.
To understand tbis finding, recall that at intermediate
times, we expect all correlation functions to be close to
a plateau, wbicb in tbe ideal glass is given by tbe glass
form factors f and Fa- Assuming tbat tbese terms are the
subdominant force variation, equation (7) explains a linear
increase of tbe intermediate plateau witb Fex. In the double

undcrgocs a displaccmcnt in tbc forcc dircction tbat is linear

limit of approacbing tbc probc-dclocalization transition and

in time, 8z(t) ~ Fexti{(Fex). In figure 3 we sbow the transient
linear displacement 8z(t) for times t since the extemal force
was applied, for two exemplary temperatures and various

tbe glass transition, one obtains a linear decrease ofFa, so tbat
tbe plateau in 8z(t) should increase more strongly tban linear
upon approaching ~ from below. However, in the simulation
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Figure 5. Diffusion coefficient D.L in the direction perpendicular to

Fex, as a function of the applied force Fex, for temperatures as
labeled. Symbols are MD simulation data while IiDes are fits from
the schematic model. lnset { · D.L!T as a function of the applied
force.
quantity displays the samequalitative behavior as 1/~(Fex ) ,
Le. tbe mobility of the probe particle increases strongly in
the regime around Fex ~ F; x, and approaches a large-force
plateau as Fex -+ oo. From the equations of tbe schematic
model, the analogy between kBT j ~<Fex) and D1. is clear
from equations (9b) and (9c). At least asymptotically, tbe
two memory kernels appearing there are closely linked, since
all correlation functions that enter become proportional to
each otber [lS]. As long as tbe memory-kerne! contributions
dominate, D1. ~ will thus asymptotically approach a constant
close to the glass transition. Pre-asymptotic corrections and
the regular variations in the parameters cause the product
~ · D1./ T to vary. This is shown in tbe inset of figure S for
both the simulation data and the schematic model.
The most striking result of tbe MD simulations [10] is
that the MSD in the direction of the external force, corrected
for the dritt, remains super-diffusive. This is seen in figure 6,
where 8z2 (t) is shown. At Jong times and close to Tc, the
curves show power-Jaw growtb with an exponent close to l.S.
Witbin tbe time window accessible in the simulations, they do
not show a eross-over to long-time diffusion at T = 0.14. At
T = 0.17, such a eross-over is eventually seen.
The schematic model we employ here is not able to
reproduce the super-diffusive growth in 8z2(t) = 8? (t) (8z(t))2. Note tbat tbe fits discussed so far fix all the
parameters appearing in the model, except one additional
memory kernel K5 (t) tbat appears in equation (Sb), which
only enters in the MSD in the direction of tbe force.
Microscopically, this kernel is determined from a higher
order contribution in wave nurober q. For the calculations
presented in figure 6 as solid lines, we have fixed K5 (t) as
outlined in section 2.1, i.e. proportional to lm</>"(t). In tbe
schematic model, all correlation functions show exponential
decay ultimately, if one considers control parameters tbat
do not correspond to the critical delocalization point
Fex = F~x- Consequently, all memory integrals appearing in
equation (Sb) can be treated as Markovian on time scales
Jong compared with this final relaxation. This Ieads to tbe

Figure 4. Mean-squared displacements in the direction
perpendicular to the applied force, .Sx2 (t), for temperatures
T = 0.17 (top) and T = 0.14 (bottom) andextemal forces as
Jabeled. Symbols are results of the MD Simulation while IiDes
correspond to the fits of the schematic model.
data, tbis effect is not yet seen, since tbe asymptotic analysis
is valid only in a small region around the glass transition,
and at e < 0 tbe final relaxation of tbe host-liquid correlation
function determines the long-time behavior [lS].
We now address tbe intriguing finding of [10], that an
applied external force in the z-direction also induces fast
diffusion in the perpendicular directions. This is visible in
the mean-squared displacement in tbe x-direction, ox2 (t),
sbown in figure 4. Note that the simulation data correspond
to the stationary MSD, i.e . tbe one measured once tbe probe
displacement oz(t) has become linear in time. In principle, the
theory rests upon calculating transient correlation functions,
i.e. the schematic-model MSD is tbe one where t = 0
corresponds to the time where the force is switched on. On
the Ievel of our comparison, we can neglect tbis difference;
in particular both MSDs will agree witb each otber at long
times [21].
The MSD show the same qualitative features as the
equilibrium ones, but tbe long-time diffusion is governed by
Fex. This is clear from equation (Sb), wbere the contribution
from the memory kernel is decreased with increasing external
force. As the fits (lines in figure 4) document, our model
captures this force-induced acceleration of the diffusion in the
transverse direction found in tbe MD simulations.
The enhancement of tbe orthogonal diffusion is clearly
seen in a plot of D1. as a function of Fex , figure S. This
7

2 is the
determination, strongly increase with Fex (where Fex
obvious contribution that can arise respecting symmetries).

4. Conclusions
We have demonstrated that a simple three-correlator
schematic model of MCT is able to quantitatively account
for several quantities evaluated in recent MD simulations
of force-driven active nonlinear microrheology. The ﬁts of
the schematic model follow the same spirit as earlier ones
to friction coefﬁcients obtained from Brownian-dynamics
simulation and colloidal experiment. They extend them
by addressing time-dependent quantities characterizing the
probe-particle motion outside the steady-state regime.
Speciﬁcally, we have addressed the force-induced longrange motion of the probe particle in a host liquid close to
its glass transition. Application of a constant external force
 ex at time t = 0 leads to non-trivial time-dependent average
F
displacements of the probe, δz(t), in the direction of the force.
This quantity displays an intermediate-time plateau whose
height depends on Fex . This is a signature of the balance
between driving force and cageing forces exerted by the
host liquid. Only at long times does one observe δz(t) ∼ vt,
as expected for the steady-state motion. This regime allows
us to determine a friction coefﬁcient ζ = Fex /v. The latter
displays the behavior found in earlier analyses of force-driven
microrheology: close to the glass transition, it drops by orders
of magnitude in a narrow force window close to a critical
c . For smaller forces, a result close
delocalization force Fex
to the linear response value is obtained. At higher forces, a
large-force plateau emerges.
This large-force plateau merits some discussion. Earlier
work on colloidal suspensions showed it to be density
dependent, with the friction coefﬁcient ζ (Fex → ∞)
increasing with increasing density [7, 4]. In the MD
simulations we analyze here, the large-force friction is
independent on the external control parameter (temperature
in our case). In our ﬁts, this corresponds to the fact that
much less weight is attributed to ﬂuctuations perpendicular
to the force. It remains to be studied how far this large-force
response is indeed characteristically different in colloidal
suspensions and non-colloidal thermostatted systems. Within
the schematic-model analysis, no prediction on this aspect can
be made.
Strikingly, a ﬁnite-velocity motion in the direction of
the force also induces a diffusive MSD in the directions
perpendicular to it. Extrapolating to the ideal-glass state this
implies that the probe is delocalized above the force threshold
not only in the prescribed direction but in all spatial directions.
The data and our model suggest that the response remains
almost isotropic in this sense far beyond the linear response.
The most striking feature found in the MD simulations
was a super-diffusive MSD in the direction of the force at long
times. Within the MCT framework for the glass-transition
dynamics, at least at the level of the schematic model
we are using, this ﬁnding is not explained. Following
the Mori–Zwanzig projection operator formalism, MCT
describes slow dynamics in terms of memory integrals; these

Figure 6. Mean-squared displacement, δz2 (t) − (δz(t))2 , in the
 ex , for T = 0.17 (top) and T = 0.14
direction of the applied force F
(bottom) and forces as labeled. Symbols are results from MD
simulations. Lines are the results within the schematic model
evaluated for the parameters determined from the ﬁts to the linear
displacement δz(t).

prediction of equation (11), i.e. δz̄2 (t), to become linear
in time. For not too low temperature, T = 0.17, and not
too high force, this linear slope agrees with the one found
in simulation. At high forces, the model fails to describe
D quantitatively; this is the regime where the short-time
dynamics remains important.
Although the schematic model yields sub-diffusive δz̄2 (t)
for our choice of parameters, super-diffusive behavior is
not ruled out a priori in equation (5b). However, a better
understanding of the role played by the new memory kernel
K s (t) is required to assess the qualitative features of the
solution to equation (5b).
Another qualitative difference between the forcedirection MSD in the simulation and in the schematic model
is seen in ﬁgure 6. The MD data at T = 0.14 show an
intermediate-time plateau that is roughly force independent,
and agrees with the equilibrium Lindemann length. In
contrast, the schematic model, equation (8), suggests an
intermediate plateau whose value increases asymptotically
2 , if the force-induced change in the
proportional to Fex
glass form factors are not yet the dominant contribution.
Interestingly, one can read off the values reached in δz̄2 (t)
at the onset of long-time diffusion from the MD data for
T = 0.17. These values, to within the uncertainty of their
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 ex , the spatial direction in
to the anisotropy induced by F
 ex =
which this limit is taken, matters. By convention, let F
 ex = 0, where
(0, 0, Fex ). We then distinguish q = qez , i.e. q · F

furthermore can be approximated as Markovian once one
considers times that far exceed the largest relaxation time
appearing in the memory function. This always leads to MSD
that are either arrested or diffusive as their true t → ∞
asymptote. The only exception are critical points, where the
memory kernels may (in the case of continuous transitions)
decay as power laws, rendering in turn the MSD power-law
like. Of course, outside equilibrium, this does not exclude
intermediate-time super-diffusive behavior. However, within
the current schematic model, we cannot reproduce the MD
simulation data in this regard. It remains to be checked
whether the full microscopic MCT would be able to justify
the super-diffusive behavior of the MSD at intermediate times.
Also, it has been argued [10] that Bouchaud’s trap model
can qualitatively explain the super-diffusive motion [11]; this
model leads to a true non-trivial power-law asymptote for
t → ∞.

s
3
1 2 2
φq
ez (t) = 1 + iqδz(t) − 2 q δz (t) + O(q ),

 ex = 0, say, q = qex where φ s (t) = 1 −
and q · F
qex

(1/2)q2 δx2 (t) + O(q4 ). Inserting these expressions into
equation (A.1) and balancing powers of q, one gets
equations (5) with the identiﬁcations
m̂s⊥ (t) = lim q2 msqex (t),

(A.5)

m̂s (t) = lim (−iqFex )msqez (t),

(A.6)

q→0
q→0

K s (t) = (1/Fex )m̂s (t) − lim Fex ∂q (qmsqez (t)). (A.7)
q→0

Taking q = qex , we have ωq,q = q2 /ζ0s . Consequently,

d3 k Ss (k)2
s
s
 2 φk (t)φ s (t)
m̂⊥ (t) = ζ0
(e⊥ · k)
k
48π 2 ϕ S(k)
 s 2

3
d k
 S (k) φk (t)
+ iζ0s Fex
(e · k)
2
S(k)
48π ϕ
 s 2

1
S (k) φk (t)
 2 φ s (t), (A.8)
+ ∂k
(e⊥ · k)
k
k
S(k)
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 ex . The ﬁrst term
where e⊥ is a unit vector orthogonal to F
s
appearing in m̂⊥ (t) is identical in its form to the one found for
the equilibrium MSD; it depends implicitly on Fex through
the probe-particle correlation function. Due to the symmetry
of the correlation function, φ s  (t) = φs∗ (t), only the real part
k
−k
of φs (t) enters in this term. Likewise, only the imaginary part
k
contributes to the second integral in m̂s⊥ (t). In the context of
our schematic model, this contribution is neglected, assuming
that the imaginary part of the correlation function remains
subdominant compared to the real part.
Taking q = qez = qe results in

Appendix. Derivation of the MCT–MSD equations
In this appendix, we brieﬂy derive the equations for the
MSD, starting from the microscopic MCT for force-driven
microrheology presented in [4]. For notational simplicity, we
use reduced units in which kB T = 1 and σ = 1.
The equations of motion of microscopic MCT read, for
the transient probe-particle density correlation function to
wavevector q, φqs (t):
 t
s
s
∂
φ
(t)
+
φ
(t)
+
msq (t − t )∂t φqs (t ) dt = 0,
ωq−1
q
,q t q
0



d3 k Ss (k)2
 2 φk (t)φ s (t), (A.9)
(e · k)
k
48π 2 ϕ S(k)


s
2
d3 k
 S (k) φk (t)
K s (t) = iζ0s
2(e · k)
2
S(k)
48π ϕ

 s 2
 3 1 ∂k S (k) φk (t) φ s (t). (A.10)
+ (e · k)
k
k
S(k)

(A.1)

m̂s (t) = ζ0s

with the memory kernel

d3 k Ss (p)2 (q · p)ωq,p
mq (t) =
φp (t)φks (t). (A.2)
48π 2 ϕ S(p)
ωq2,q
 and p = |p| have been introduced
Here, p = q − k,
for abbreviation. The external force appears through the
combination
 ex ) · p/ζ0s .
ωq,p = (q − iF

(A.4)

In particular, m̂s⊥ (t) and m̂s (t) have the same schematic form,
but due to the different scalar products with k that appear
in the integrals, the weighting of the schematic correlators
s (t) is taken to be different. In K s (t), again
φ s (t) and φ⊥
due to symmetry, only the imaginary part of φ s (t) appears
in the schematic model. Note that K s (t) is kept, unlike the
imaginary-part contributions to m̂s⊥ (t): the memory kernel
K s (t) appears in the equations determining δz2 (t) in a different
convolution integral, and not as an additive correction to an
existing memory kernel.

(A.3)

Ss (p) and S(p) are the equilibrium static structure factors
given by, respectively, the probe–host and the host–liquid
interactions. They are assumed to be known from some
liquid-state theory. ζ0s is the background friction of a single
free particle.
The mean-squared displacements are connected to the
probe-particle density correlators in the limit q → 0. Due
9
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